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Positive or negative:
HIV is in our lives
This edition of Talkabout features
material from a new HIV visibility
campaign. Why visibility? In the
early years of the epidemic in Aus
tralia, people with HIV faced huge
challenges. Among those chal
lenges were isolation and a lack of
affirming role models and positive
images. One of the most empow
ering aspects of early initiatives
like Talkabout at that time was that
people were prepared to publicly
identify themselves as HIV positive
and state we were living with HIV.
Now, many things have changed. For one
thing, HIV just doesn't have the public pro
file it used to. For a lot of people out there
in our many communities, HIV is just no
longer something they think about. It's
now not so much a problem of unremit
tingly negative images, but one of hardly

they've been by approached b~- others who're
thanked them for their openness and '60
have found the stories and images powerful.
The driving force behind this campaign i
Kathy Triffitt, the Health Promotion officer
here at PLWHA (NSW). Her introduction to
the campaign starts on page 5, and its succe
owes much to her hard work and vision over
the months.
But the campaign would be nothing with
out the participants. In conclusion therefore.
we here at Talk.about want to extend our grear
thanks to all the people who have been will
ing to take part in this campaign. You'll meec
· about half of them in these pages; others are
appearing in future editions of Talkabout or
in other publicity material. It's a great act of
generosity on their part to reveal their li
to us.

Glenn Flanagan

any images at all.
One aim of the new campaign "What
does HIY look like?" is therefore to share
real stories about real people's lives. See
ing the faces or knowing the stories of peo
ple with HIV makes it more nuanced and
grounded, both for positive and for nega
tive people.
In this edition of Talk.about you'll find
powerful and moving stories about living
with HIV today, with its anxieties, ambi
guities and challenges. They cover a range
of experiences, from the stresses before get
ting tested for HIV, to dealing with a new
diagnosis, and from changing approaches
to relationships to living longer term.
Sharing our experiences is a way of
inspiring others. It can give other people
ideas about how to deal with the problems
and issues that we all encounter. And those
who participate often find it rewarding too.
Some people who've appeared in material
for this campaign in recent months say that
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Letters

Constituency vs
membership

_..··-

Community organisations carry out a
number of important functions on our
behalf. Their mandates are varied, and
include information, advocacy, edu
cation, financial support and advice,
research and social connectedness.
There is a danger that we become so
comfortable as recipients of the ben
efits of such organisations, that we
no longer take an active roll in their
operation or existence. As accountability increases for such organisa
.tions and the well of available fund
ing decreases, and the time spent on
applying for such funds increases,
~ benefits have to be cut. We are likely
to feel indignant, and deserted by the
very organisations that were there to
look after us.
After the initial devastation, we
find ourselves isolated from our own
community and somewhat irrational
in our response. Flamed by sentiment
and emotion, but devoid of facts, no
one wants to listen. Is this the sce
nario we would be prepared to con
sider for our organisations?
We do not have to be anti some
thing to be heard, but we do have to
be actively pro. The value of organi
sations is judged by its membership
and the information it can impart to
all tiers of government. Yes, organisa
tions do advocate and speak on our
behalf, but we have to act as con
stituents. I use the word constituent
because it implies so much more than
member, and this is what we need to
be. If such organisations as ACON,
PLWHA, Bobby Goldsmith Founda
tion and others are to remain rele-

Travellers'
insurance
vant and strong, we must be an active
component of the organisation. If the
work they do is important to us, then
we need that level of commitment.
In Gary Wotherspoon's article in the
April-May 2006 edition of Talkabout
speaks of the various methods organi
sations use to collect information and
data. Gary speaks about us as a com
munity taking an active roll in such
things as surveys, focus groups, hypo
theticals and others.Ashe points out,
the- progress we have made with· the
virus and medication has come from
the information collected through
such methods. The variation in meth
ods is often a way to attract and moti
vate people to participate in the col
lection of much needed information
and statistics.
It is imperative that we think beyond
our present circumstances. As we
grow older and with all the changes
age brings along with the advances in
medication and treatment, we must
ensure the life experiences are recorded
and become part of the information
base. It is on this that future advances
and developments will be made.
We must not forget the value of
local members, government ministers
and higl; profile citizens in lobbying
for funds and changes to legislation.
Our activity in such pursuits con
nects us to each other, brings us out .
of isolation and connects us socially.
So thanks Garry for the wake up call,
and let us all follow his lead in fighting
the spread of the virus and the social
stigmatisation it brings.
Peter Thoms Sydney

I fiave been seeking travellers' insur
ance cover and was finding it difficult.
. Contacted insurance ombudsman and
they suggested Travellers Assistance
Insurance Company. They asked for
pre-existing medical forms to be fill_ed
in, which had included that cover
would be provided based on CD4
count and no AiDS defining illness,
$100 more than standard cover based
on destination. Other people basedin .
similar position may be interested.. ·
Name supplied .
Thank you for sharing this- experi
ence. Taleabout will look at the issue '.\ .
of travellers' insurance for ·people
with HIV in a future issue.
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We welcome your letters, com
ments or artwork. Letters should be
less than 300 words in length and
may be edited. Please include con
tact details for verification. Email
Talkabout at editor@plwha.org.au

Talkshop

Happenings
The AFAO HIV Educators'
Conference took place in
Wollongong in May

Update from Karumah
Around twenty people attended a
successful Positive Living Work
shop at Glenrock Lagoon in New.
castle recently. The workshop,
The Positive
coordinated by Karumah Positive
Health Study (pH
Living Centre, was held for four
study) still needs
days in Mid May. ACON Hunter
more.pecple _:. , .. and Hunter New England Health,
Australia has been inter- -.as well as a wide range of volunnationally recognised teers supported the workshop.
for its success in linking. . Complementary therapies ere
research and the cemmu- ated an ambient feeling with work
nity response. Changes 'shops on Sexuality and Getting
in HIV over the past few in shape and Disclosure amongst
years have continued to others on offer. Vanessa Wagner
-.··~·;raise new issues, and hosted the Trivia night on Satur
research -plays a crucial day evening, to a rowdy reception.
role in understanding A look alike sculpture of Vanessa
thesechanges. The Posi- made by those in attendance is .Qn
. d~e Health Study (pH display at Karumah Positive Living
Study) 'still needs more Centre for a short while.
positive men to particiKarumah Positive Living Centre
pate: in interviews, and is a Newcastle based group that
all information is treated provides Living skills workshops,
in .a confidential man- available Complementary -Thera- ner. If you would like pies, as well as social and peer sup
to find out more about port for People Living with HIV/
pH phone 9332 4648 or AIDS in the Hunter and New Eng
freecall 1800 44 55 69 or land areas.
email phstudy@nchecr.
Phone the centre of 49408393 for
unsw.edu.au
more info.
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What does
HIV look like?
Let's talkabout it: HIV visibility
Kathy Triffitt

We need to speak to the "silences
around HIV", especially as the "con
ditions of HIV change". Personal sto
ries offer a way of "making visible" the
experiences of HIV. Because they speak
to individual understandings, they cre
ate opportunities for conversations
and negotiation. For many of the posi
tive guys represented in this article,
H-N ..visibility is seen as a way of bridg
ing the _gap between both pos-neg and
of "getting people to talk about HIV."
This may be the first step in challeng
ing discrimination and stigma and rais
ing awareness of the changing experi- .
ences of HIV within gay communities.
This is how Phil put it: "Positive or neg
ative: HIV is in our lives".
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If the stigma were erased from our
thinking there would be less shame,
fear, reluctance to test and more hon
esty, disclosure, negotiation. Disclosure
and negotiation is unlikely when peo
ple fear sexual and social rejection and
being 'outed' by community gossip. Eras
ing stigma requires acknowledging our
prejudices and transforming them. [ ... ]
De-stigmatising HIV has endless crea
tive possibilities. One example is the
· PLWHA/NSW Let's Talk About It (HIV
Visibility) idea which advertised recently
for participants for a creative workshop
that was proposed for 8 & 9 April - [ ... ]
It's in this direction that the future of
effective HIV awareness points.

■;l&illillifil

Boys' Graffitti Wall, Pinkboard, Saturday
15 April 2006
Talkabout
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But what does HIV look like in 2006?

Let's Talkabout it: HIV visibility campaign
was launched in the October- November
2005 issue of Talkabout with Elaine's photo
graph on the front cover and her accompa
nying words: "I can't control my HIV status
but I can control my quality of life". This
was followed by James's story in the Febru
ary-March 2006 issue, where he emphasises
the capacity of positive people's stories to
invite change in both positive and nega
tive people. Scott in this issue reflects: "Sto
ries like Elaine's test the boundaries of what
people think HIV looks like". These and the
stories that follow challenge the "limitations
sometimes set up for us, sometimes even by
ourselves, in living" Glenn wrote in Talea
bout, October-November 2005. People with

10 reasons
to test tor

sns

Studying -

never too late

HIV are active participants in defining their
lives and in (rejdefiriing what HIV means for
them. This does not necessarily mean a life
characterised by HIV.

Let's Talkabout it: HIV visibility workshop
ran over a weekend in early April and was
attended by seventeen positive guys. Different
techniques- (writing, photography and Pho
toshop) were used "to develop ideas and to tell
what it is like living with HIV". Reasons for
getting involved included: acknowledging HIV/
AIDS histories; '(re) connecting with other peo
ple with HIV; and developing skills and learn
ing about campaign development.
Ages ranged from 29 to over 50 with a mix
of newly diagnosed and those living long term
with HIV. Regional NSW was represented,
though. the majority of guys were from the
inner city or outer metropolitan Sydney. This
small group comprised a high degree of diver
sity and experience, which was shared in a con
structive and enthusiastic way.

Stories of reslllence and success
Peer processes and sharing individual stories
with each other were key features of the week
end, and many personal and sensitive issues
were brought into the open and shared with
the group. Participants spoke of the profound
effect their images and stories had on them at
the time of their making: Rob in a post work
shop interview explains: "For me it was about

developing and bringing out ideas, sharing
them with the group: bringing out emotions
and rescuing them".
Personal stories and images registered in
their many and varied intentional and unin-

6
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None of the campaigns put a face to
HIV or said to me other guys my age
were HIV positive.

Mic
For the long term
diagnosed when there's
a severe loss of life
expectation, that
changes you.

Positive or
negative, HIV is
in our lives.
Even though
we live in a gay
community,
with a lot of HIV
visibility, there1s
never much
conversation
around it.

tentional expressions, the impact of liv
ing long-term with HIV, the experiences
of the newly diagnosed, issues of stigma
and sexual rejection, disclosure and nego
tiation, communication, the place of HIV
in people's lives and more. Many of the
stories confronted the "silences" and the
"invisibility" of HIV within gay commu
nities. These stories also reflect chang
ing understandings of being in the world,
shifting relationships and the "changing
conditions" of HIV.
This is how Michael put it: "We need

stories of resilience and stories of suc
cess". Success and resilience for Michael

ber the impact of HIV during- the '80s:
after '96 people stopped talking about HIV.
... HIV wasn't there, it was invisible".
Phil talks about the anxieties of a new
diagnosis and challenges the stigmatising
effects of being labelled: "I didn't want to

be branded and have people gossip behind .
my back". His story also talks about the
pressures of constant disclosure: "Tell
ing people I'm HIV positive is diffi.cult
for me: it's like coming out time and time
again" While Fletcher in "How sacred is
my body; how infectious is an idea?" com
ments on the potency of ideas and actions
of the 80s where disclosure meant putting
a face to HIV/AIDS.
For Roy, there was an element of surprise
when he revisited his image recently. This
is how he explained it: "There is a differ~

meant stories about the ways some peo
ple diagnosed long-term "rebuilt their
lives after getting a death sentence". He
explains: "That's what's missing: a lot of
people diagnosed in the '80s are iiow stuck
in limbo." In '96 the options for people
with HIV changed dramatically and this
meant having to adjust to a new way of
living. In Sign/Flower Michael reflects on
these "changed conditions.", in particular
the changes that occur physically.
Scott on the other hand asks the ques
tion: "What does HIV look· like? When

ent aspect which I didn't expect and has
shocked me... this is not only about leaving
work and leaving the chaos behind, its also
an empty room which represents departed
friends". Roy emphasises the importance of

you're in your twenties you don't rernem-

the usual gay community lives or congre-:

normalising the experiences of HIV and his
desire to move on by broadening his formal
and informal social networks: "I blend in
and do ordinary things .. .I don't-live where

Images
and stories
inserted into
the everyday
speak to the
contemporary
silences
of HIV.

Talkabout
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In '96 the
options tor
people with
HIV changed
dramatical/
and this
meant
aving
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gates.I've got more straight friends than gay

the images and stories you are about to

friends." At the same time he acknowledges
the importance of peer support: "Meeting
other positive people who are going through
the same side effects with drugs or the same
body.shape changes and the mental changes
is a great help: there's the sharing of experi
ences and how they manage".
Simon's What if I am ... ? communicates

read speak to the

the anxieties felt after a risk event: the sub
sequent testing for HIV and taking back
control: "I'd had unsafe sex; it was at the
back of my mind that I needed to go and

negotiation. Through their publication in

have a test. I didn't think for one minute
that I would be positive because I only had
unsafe sex with one guy. I didn't know a
lot about HIV. I read more about it and the
fear became less". F~r T~rry, Diagnosis and
Lessons Learned recall his experience of
diagnosis and subsequent loss of identity:

''When I landed I was all broken up and
replaced by a 2D impostor". In Self- Por
trait with HIV, John Douglas challenges
other people's perceptions of HIV by draw
ing on strengths he had pre-diagnosis and
those he developed post-diagnosis.
What is noteworthy though is that all

8
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"silences" and "invis
ibility" of HIY. By inserting HIV into the
everyday they are subtle, but, paradoxi
cally, they can also be read as radical state
ments, because of the way they challenge
these contemporary silences.
These stories and images of

"resilience
and success" are open to dialogue and

....

·.1ro. •••

Telling people
I'm HIV positive-
is difficult for
me: it's like
coming out time
and time again.

Talk.about they are inserted into your lives
and ask you to take responsibility and care,
and to consider your relationship to HIV.
In this issue of

Talkabout we include

stories and images by Scott, Michael,
Simon, Phil, John Douglas, Terry, Roy and
Fletcher Jetspree. Other workshop stories
will be published in forthcoming issues of

Talk.about.
Thank you to Glenn Flanagan, Garry
Wotherspoon and John Douglas work
shop co-facilitators, and Phillip McGrath
technical support.

Thanks especially to all of the work
shop and campaign participants.

We need to test
the boundaries
of what HIV
looks like.

Scott
November 2005
...assumptions! negotiating
boundaries and disclosure

None of the campaigns put a
face to HIV or said to me other
guys my age w~re HIV positive.

·\•'

political: it was about putting a
face to HIV. It was about getting
access to treatments. Today disclo
sure can leave you standing alone
I know HIV and AIDS was a big at the bar. We've built an environ
turning point within the gay com ment where it's fearful to disclose.
munity. However, it wasn't some [ ... ] There's a fractured commu
thing that was affecting my life, nity where there are different gen
and it wasn't something that I erations of HIV and there's little
have a memory of happening. I discussion between them.
arrived in London in '92 and my
What is interesting for me is
current partner had arrived from meeting other positive people who
rural England, and we both met have lived long term with HIV and
in London. We shared and learnt their stories are quite different.
about ourselves, were empowered They were told they were going to
by our sexuality and were on the die, then HAART came along and
same Journey.
things changed. With that came
Neither of us brought any the expectation that they would
knowledge or experience from get on with living, as if the previ
the '8Os so there was no impact ous fifteen plus years hadn't hap
of HIV. We were on a scene where pened to them.
it was big enough to absorb any
I'm fortunate I've been diag
gaps that may have been left. by nosed in an era where I'm told I'm
the '8Os. Nowhere in those several going to live. How effectively I do
years spent in London did I ever · this is built on the choices I make
see the impact of HIV on the gay around educating myself and
community. I wasn't there when it managing my health. At n0 point
happened. I came later as a young in my seven years of being posi
kid. When we arrived back in
tive has anybody said this issome
Australia it was '97 and by then
thing you're going to die from. It's
the '8Os were a distant memory:
all about me being able to make
not for those who lived through
choices to influence how well I
, the '8Os. It was post '96, there
live. However, it's not the experi
were .new treatments and people
ence of a lot of the people I know.
stopped talking about HIV. There
The diagnosis at the time cer
was this false sense of security:
tainly was a shock, it put me into a
HIV wasn't there ... it was invis
period of denial, and drugs fueled
ible.
this denial. Then there was a wake
Listening to guys talking about
up call that meant having to face
the '8Os, what really surprises rne
it. Through being educated, being
is that disclosure during that time
informed and knowing other pos
provided guys with a community
and support, and access to grass itive people, HIV is no longer a
roots organizations. These were fearful thing. It's not the end of
built around the need to support a the world. I've gone on a journey
community, which if it didn't sup of self-discovery through my diag
port itself, nobody else would. In nosis. For me, the only thing that's
an era where positive people feared more fearful than being diagnosed
discrimination from the general these days is starting treatments.
population, there was more vis You hope it works. You hope it
doesn't have a major impact or
ibility around HIV than today.
Disclosure during the '8Os was side effects.

Post 1996 people
stopped talking
about HIV
It was post '96,

there were new
treatments and
people stopped
talking about HIV.
There was this
false sense of
security: H!V wasn't
.

:.-·.

thete ... ;t wilsn't
visible.

In an era
where positive
people feared
discrimination
from the general
population, there
was more visibility
around HIV than
today.

Iv 20n"

One of the key
areas of prevention
is creating
environments where
people feel more
comfortable about
disclosure and
where status is not
an issue.

Boundaries were
clearly there to be
negotiated
One of the key areas of prevention
is creating environments where
people feel more comfortable about
disclosure. Then they can make
decisions about what their bound
aries are in an environment where
people are informed and educated.
At the time I was diagnosed I
was in my twenties and bounda
ries were clearly there t.o be nego-

tiated. One of the major factors in
how far I took my sexual bound
aries was that I made decisions
about people's status on how they
appeared: not on whether they dis
closed. I had a stereotypical image
of what I thought a positive person
looked like.
I'm coming up to 32: I was diag
nosed when I was 25. I understand
why guys do not disclose their sta
tus: the environment is such that
disclosure brings so much rejection
to many people. I didn't realise that

I would make
assumptions
that a lot of the
people I was
having sex with
weren't positive
because (a}
they weren't
disclosing
therefore
they probably
weren't an(/ (bJ
they

didn't look

positive.

I•

· Every decision
I made around
my boundaries
that led to my
diagnosis were
my decisions.
Regardless of
what fuelled
those decisions.

1:

environment existed until I was
positive and understood the hur
dles around disclosure.
What does HIV look like. When
you're in your twenties you don't
remember the impact of HIV dur
ing the '80s: it doesn't penetrate.
So it's really important that we re
brand the image of HIV: put a con
temporary face to it. The picture
of Elaine with her children in the
last issue of Talkabout is going to
test the boundaries of what people
think the visual image of HIV is.

Making assumptions
I was trusting... I didn't ask or
was concerned about people's
status when having casual sex. I
would make assumptions that a
lot of the people I was having sex
with weren't positive because (a)
they weren't disclosing therefore
they probably weren't and (6) they
didn't look positive. None of the
campaigns captured an image for
me, tested boundaries, put a face
to HIV or said to me that other
people my age were positive. Back
in the late '90s if I met someone in
his late 40s I'd probably make an
assumption he was positive, some
body . who was my own age not
at all: that hasn't changed with
young people. HIV coming into
their world is something they don't
think about. They think that HIV
is associated with an older group.
We talk about the older gener
ation having been given a death
sentence with their diagnosis and
then along came HAART. For the
younger generation when it comes
to a positive status the experience
is one of isolation.

An identity not solely
governed by HIV
I feel incredibly optimistic about
the future because of the changes
I've put in place and the support
of my partner of eleven years. We
both encouraged each other with
our bad behaviour but also encour
aged each other with our need to
start being a little more sensible
about where we're at in life and
what measures we need to take
to achieve a quality of life. When
you're got that support it makes a
huge difference to the outcomes.

They think
thatHWwas
associated
with an older
group.

I don't necessarily identify
with the HIV community. It's not
because I resist it or don't partici
pate, I don't see there is one that
captures everybody who's posi
tive. For me, my identity is tied in
with where I fit in society and my
place in the world as opposed to
it being solely governed by being
positive. Being positive is part of
that experience. It's not something
that drives all my decisions.
I have worked with a lot of HIV
positive people and it surprises me
that 95% of the time HIV is not
the focus. I worked with addiction,
mental health, housing and finan
cial issues. It was very rare that I
actually spent a day working with
somebody whose key issue was
HIV.
Photos: Jamie Dunbar
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I remember the days before HIV, the good old days OK, Oxford Street. The
way the car found its ciwn way home: the one-night stands that I don't
remember and those I wish not to remember. Nowadays I feel I've passed
that stage. I don't feel I blend into Oxford St. 1 just blend into the suburbs by
doing ordinary and everyday things.
It didn't dawn on me until I'd finished this picture that it's not only about
leaving work and leaving the chaos behind, it's also an empty room which
represents departed friends. This is a different aspect which I didn't expect
and has surprised me.
\
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Terry

I remember when my doctor first told me that I was HIV+. He was cute and very sexy.
He told me I best start taking life easy and not pursue my plans. I walked out of his office and
jumped into a taxi. I went to meet my partner at his dad's place. I was ready to explode: my
head was spinning. I didn't tell him. I lied and I told him everything is okay. We had been quar
reling quite a lot and not getting on well. It wasn't till almost a week later that I broke down in
tears. He rushed over, held my face and asked what was wrong. When I told him he was sup14

vLre-

When I landed I was all broken up
and replaced by a 2D impostor...

portive but everything changed. He said he would gettested if I got tested but when it came
back positive he refused! He helped me find alternative therapies, acupuncture ... but the pres
sure of the news was too much, and we spiraled into loud and angry arguments. I felt no one
would love or touch me again.
I remember falling into the abyss of internal turmoil, where the entire world was turned inside
out and upside down. When I landed I was all broken up inside and replaced by a 2D impostor.

-smon
I was first diagnosed at the end of 2001. I

I didn't know a lot about HIV. It freaked

was 34. I'd had unsafe sex and it was at the

me out completely. I read more about it

back of my mind that I needed to go and

and the fear became less. Things gradually

have a test. I didn't think for one minute

got better until the next step when I started

that I was going to have HIV. Even though

seeing someone about a year after being

Disclosure scares

I'd put myself at risk I didn't think I would

diagnosed. I really liked him but the whole

me although l'm

be positive because I only had unsafe sex

thing of telling him was something I didn't

with one guy. When they told me the result I

want to do. We were about to go away on

getting a little

was in a state of shock. I remember walking

holiday together, and it just came out. I

bit better ...

.back through the streets in a daze. At first

told him. He couldn't deal with it, and his

I wanted to deal with it myself, but after

whole attitude towards me changed, and

a day I rang a good friend who came over
and we talked. At that time I had two close

that was really hard.
He didn't want to sleep in the same bed

friends who helped me a lot through those

as me, and now I know that his attitude

early stages. Without them I don't know

came from ignorance more than anything.

what would have happened. It took me a

I can say that now but at the time it was

long time fo get used to my diagnosis.

awful.

discrimination
makes disclosure
harder.

Discovery- what if I am? No it won't be me. I want to be just a face among many_ others: it won't be me.
I remember walkinq throuqh the crazy, chaotic streets I was going to get my results. It never even crossed
my mind that I would be positive.

Recently I did tell a friend ... I went
away for a holiday and met up with a guy
who I've known for quite a while. We're
really good friends and we had sex but I
didn't tell him. When I got back here I was
stressing about it because I really like him.
I eventually told him and it didn't mat
ter to him at all. It was the first time that
I've had a good reaction like that. He's not
positive and it didn't bother him at all.
An HIV diagnosis has a lot more of an
impact because of the discrimination that
exists. I felt marginalized because of HIV.
However, I did get on with my life even
tually. Talking with other people who are
positive about what has happened, how
I'm feeling, sharing information was a very

important part of the coping process.
A healthy lifestyle is also important... I
am more conscious of getting out there and
walking, going to the gym, and I play tennis
once a week. I want to be as healthy as I can.
I still go out occasionally and probably stay
out too late, but I also want to have a life.
HIV diagnosis for a lot of people now
is not a death sentence .... it's a "manage
able chronic condition". However, it has
changed our lives. I mean would there
be anyone positive who would say that it
hasn't had an affect on his or her life? It
will always be with me, but now I feel bet
ter able to deal with it. I don't feel like HIV
rules my life but it's certainly in the back
of my mind. It's something I live with.

HIV has changed our
lives. I mean would
there be anyone
positive who would
say that it hasn1t had
an affect on his or
her life?

ichael
Changed conditions ahead ...
we were now living with HIV
I haven't necessarily thought of myself as .a
victim of all those losses through the '80s
and '90s and the obscurity that it actually
presented to a particular group of people,
namely gay men. [ ... ] We were part of all
that loss.
I realise that some of the madness I pro
duced throughout those years and the level
of drug use was due to being part of that
collective and of not knowing what was
going to happen next. It was a war zone
and we were in perpetual crisis.
Having a diagnosis that was essentially a
ten-year plan locked us into a certain way

of thinking. The workshop allowed me to
begin to consolidate my understanding of
that time. I was surprised at the level of
emotion that was just under the surface.
The long-term diagnosed guys have expe
rienced some really challenging things that
do change the way they interact ... some
thing really major happened to a group
of pos guys and it still resonates today. As
much as you deal with it on a day-to-day
basis you don't have to go too far below
the surface.
I think for some guys, especially where
there was a decimation of friends, where

I did the workshop
because I was
Interested to know how
much I have Integrated
my experiences of
living positively for
so long... since 1989.
And that certainly
happened.
... I felt a little bit
confronted by the
medium. I found It
challenging to try and
produce something
and then to find value
in what I'd produced.
When It came out It
was quite powerful.

whole networks disappeared, there's grief.
Also, when there's a severe loss of life expec
tation, that changes you. Many got into the
welfare cycle: a lot of us were pensioned off.
I can only speak for myself here because
I'm only just starting to clamber out of that
scene. I was pensioned off in 1995 so it's
taken a decade to start being a "normal",
"average" citizen again. People still struggle
with welfare dependence and the entrap
ment .... We've got Phoenix, which is back
to work, but we miss the crux of rebuilding
people's lives. That's what got lost and a lot
of people are stuck in limbo. They're stuck
because they've got financial constraints.
They're stuck because their financial con
straints bring a smaller world to them and
they're most probably mixing in a smaller
crowd that's experiencing the same things.
I remember before I became positive in
'89, I used to admire the guys that had been
diagnosed and managed to get themselves
together fairly quickly. They had this edge
of positiveness: I've got a short period of
time and I'm going to do x, y, and z.

Post '96 was a change of direction for
many of us ... We were now living with
HIV. That life has been extended throws
up all sorts of other things. I do remember
that it took years to trust it was going to
be okay ... that I'm going to most prob
ably lead a normal and long life.

Stories of resilience and stories
of success
One thing that came out of the weekend is
we need stories.
I'd like to see some stories that ques
tion what HIV has given us and what it has
taken away from us: stories about how indi
viduals have come through and triumphed?
We've had sad, death and dying type sto
ries but we haven't had many stories about
people diagnosed long-term that have man
aged to integrate their experiences: stories
of resilience and stories of success.
The stories that came out of the work
shop were about resilience and acknowl
edging that even though the human condi
tion is one of challenge, it can also give us
the wealth of our being.

I found the prevention framework a little
bit obscure because the richness was in the
lives lived. How do you reframe that? I sup
pose the main reframe is to talk about the
loss of expectation, f mean that's what HIV
basically is about. But then forme that all
becomes again very euphemistic because
what is life if it's not a loss of expectation.

The hand photo... I'm
frustrated with the
day-to-day fall-out of
restricted hand use.
...It's Just one of those
really obscure thln9s
that HIV can throw
certain people. It was
interesting to look at
my hands in a more
public space.

Fletcher Jetspre8

How sacred is a body
How infectious is an idea
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Firestorm surrounds my inner peace
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I ~idn't want to be branded and have people gossip behind my back
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Phil
April 2006

I don't think it1s any
easier or any harder
than what it must
have been getting

Positive or negative
HIV is in our lives

diagnosed In the
SOs. One of the guys
asked me at the
workshop: "How often

I remember the first person who
told me he was HIV positive. I was
19, very young and new to being
gay. My cousin had introduced me
to him and we'd had a great night.
We went back to his place where
we kissed and played. We made it
to the bedroom and under the cov
ers he told me he had HIV.
I froze, I was in shock and I was
scared: I'd never met someone
with HIV before and had only heard
the bad stuff. I didn't know what to
do or say, so I turned my back and
went to sleep. We have since then
become good friends, but we have
never spoken about that night.
I'm just turning 30 and I've just been
infected. I was diagnosed on December
the 8th 2005. Six or seven months earlier
I was severely ill with what we thought
was food poisoning. I wasn't aware those
symptoms were linked to HIV and were
part of my sere-conversion. So, that was
life changing for me, when I realised
things were going to be different and it
was going to be different forever.
I feel like I lived in a bubble before my
diagnosis and all of a sudden somebody's
put a pin in it. For the first couple of
months I was deflated and de-motivated.
I kept thinking of all the negatives: what
a shame and what a waste. I realised the
other day it's now six months.
I would always avoid talking about
HIV because it scared me. I didn't want
to end up with HIV and look at what's
happened. I didn't want the fear of tell
ing my friends and my family and the
shame. It was bad enough coming out as

a gay man. I didn't want to go through
that again: to be branded and have peo
ple gossip behind my back, even though
I've been telling boys, who I've been com
ing into contact with sexually.
In telling boys I'm HIV positive I've
had a mixed response: probably 70% are
okay with it. I had one boy who dragged
me outside, it was full-on and heated and
I said: "Listen I've got to tell you, before
we go any further, that I'm HIV positive"
and, within two minutes, he'd jumped in
a cab and shot off. I kind of expected it.:
he was a bit younger and it's the younger
boys who have issues with HIV. I remem
ber what I was like when I was like 23:
HIV was quite scary and I didn't know
how to deal with it because I've not had
to deal with it. We live in a gay commu
nity with a lot of HIV visibility, however
there's not much conversation around
it. Positive people don't talk about their
HIV status and negative people don't ask
questions about it. If there's a message
for negative guys it would be simply ask
us the question. Because when you ask
the question, it opens that conversation
up and it makes HIV less scary.
I prefer to tell boys before we get to the
stage of going to bed. I went on a date
last night with a boy from my gym: we've
been flirting for about four or five weeks.
During dinner I said: "I don't want to tell
you before we're about to get into bed
and I don't want to tell you during sex:
I'll tell you now and let you think about
it, I'm HIV positive". He was shocked
that I told him. He said: "Why have you
told me so early on?" I said: "I want you
to be comfortable with who I am." He
was more than supportive.

do you think about
HIV111 and I said: "I
think about it every
day: it1s consta11tly

tnere". Even though
you know Hl'V is '
manageable, there
are the "what ifs11?

We live in a gay
community, with a
lot of Hl'V visibility,
however there1s not
much conversation
around it. Positive
people don't talk
about their Hl'V status
and negative people
don't ask questions
about it.
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Telling people
Pm HIV positive
Is difficult for
me: it1s like

coming out time
and time again.

, It is good to
remember what
- sex was like
without all of the
steps I now have
to take with neg
guys. Sex with
another pas guy
feels completely
different.

Another guy I told freaked out. He
went straight to his doctor. We hadn't
done anything but kiss on the first date.
On the second date I told him I was
HIV positive and he completely freaked
out. But then again he was younger.
He was 24, and the guy who was really
supportive was 33. The knowledge,
the opinions and the understanding of
HIV are very different at varying ages.
It's not the positive boys we're trying to
educate; it's the negative boys. It's diffi
cult because as a negative person I never
really wanted to talk about HIV.

Disclosure,
conversation and sex

workshop: me with my top off, Armani,
Gucci and the Prada labels written on
the front of my body: my public face.
Written on my back is the acronym
HIV. Among all those badges and labels
that guys are going for, there might be
one they don't see and they don't get
told about.
We're so busy trying to have this
glamorous lifestyle and then forget
ting when we're having unprotected sex
in the toilet of a nightclub or on a one
night stand that it might be with some
one who is HIV positive or someone
who "has a label he's not yet aware of".
I'm wearing my HIV label proud and
sharing my stories: not quite the same
as where I got my latest Gucci Jacket

I thought if someone was positive they
would tell me. When I got diagnosed
I rang the boys that I had unprotected
sex with. There were only two. One of
them said: "Thank you, I'm going to
the doctor". The other one said: "Don't
worry about me I'm already positive!"
(I thought you could have told me when
we were having unprotected sex).
I've been having pos sex because
sometimes dealing with the rejection
is hard. In rregotiating sex you've got
to go through the disclosure, then the
conversation, then the reassurance and
then the sex, which is nervous. It gets
very difficult: I've got a cold sore now so
I couldn't kiss this guy.I went out with
last night because of my paranoia. I was
worried about what I thought cold sores
might spread. It becomes very hard. So
that's why -going with pos guys is a little
bit easier. It is good to remember what
sex was like without all of the steps I
now have to take with neg guys. Sex
with another pos guy feels completely
different.
Good sex is lots of kissing, lots of
touching and lots of embracing. It's
passionate and heated. It's rough. It's
smooth. It's love.

Labels
Looking good drives most gay men:
trendy haircuts, clothes, cars and travel.
I'm driven by brand and image, success,
glamour and a little glitter. That's the
image I worked on during the visibility
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though.

Putti.ng trust in each
other's hands
When I went for counselling I thought
the only time I could talk was when I
closed the door to this secret room.
Pos guys are assuming that neg guys
are positive and neg guys are assuming
that pos guys will tell them. There's no
communication. Guys are putting trust
in each other's hands and not talking
asking questions.
,__
'
The hardest thing to deal with is the
mental anxiety because you process so
many different scenarios in your head.
There's always that silent conversation
that you're having. That's why it's good
to have peer groups because pos guys
who have been through the same expe
riences understand.
The most important thing is keeping
a positive outlook. I've always had plans
for what I want to do with my life and
how successful or happy I want it to be.
Having HIV has not stopped me want
ing to achieve those goals: in fact it's
made me more determined than ever.

ur. -

PS. Since this interview I've now started
dating the boy from the gym and its turn
ing into the best thing in my life. He's nega
tive and I'm sure we will face our own chal
lenges, however I've realized that great sex
does not have to be kept between pos men.
· Sex with someone you love is great sex.

John Doug
Self- Portrait with HIV
Sometimes I feel like I am two people: I can still recall the person I was before sero
conversion. And then there is the person so many others see now - who is perceived
primarily as someone with HIV.
Not long after acquiring HIV I fell in love - when I told him that I was HIV positive he
physically pushed me away and said, "I would rather you had cancer, at least I can't
catch that." I think he was HIV Negative. I try to remain true to myself and stay as
close to being the person I always was - but it's inevitable that some personality
changes do take place; most {for me) as a result of dealing with other's perceptions.
Not all the changes are bad; some are very good in fact. So I try and acknowledge
both the person I was and the one I am now, and use the best of both.

\

uick News
for Women
Nandini Ray profiles events for women
organised by Positive Heterosexuals

Pozhet Freecall 1800 812 404

Pozhet Planning:

Poz Women Forums:

Open House:

Thank you to everyone who
completed the survey we sent
out. We have been getting a
lot of responses, and these
will go towards planning and
developing our future pro
grams. If you haven't com
pleted a survey yet and would
like to, please call us and we
will get one out to you. It is
vital that we hear your views·
on the work we do.

The next Positive Women's
Forum being held at The Tree
of Hope is on Saturday June
17th. The topic for the forum
will be on Positive Pregnancy
and will be presented by Angela
Miller from The Sydney Chil
dren's Hospital and will run
from 1.30 - 12.00, followed by
lunch.
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PartnersPLUS:
Outreach:
The Pozhet trip to Albury
was very successful. David
and I met up with a lot of
our clients in this area, and
also managed to make con
tact with some new ones. In
July we are travelling up to
Lismore and Tweed Heads.
The outreach trips are impor
tant as they provide resources
and support to both clients
and professionals living and
working in that geographical
area and allows us to make
contact with clients we don't
see on a regular basis.

PartnersPLUS, which offers an
opportunity for support for
negative partners, will also be
held on Saturday June 17th,
starting at 2.00 pm at The Tree
of Hope in Surry Hills. Part
nersPLUS is a chance to meet
other people in a friendly and
warm environment.

Cafe Conversation:
Don't forget that Cafe Conver
sation is a good way to meet
others whilst enjoying a cof
fee and cakes in Newtown. We
would love to see you there so
if you feel like coming along,
please give us a call.

hale
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FREE LEGAL ADVICE
HALC provides free legal advice,
Information and referral to people living In
NSW with an HIV related legal problem.
To make an appointment please call us on

02 9206 2060
All Information is kept sbictly confidential.
9 Commonwealth Street,
SURRY HILLS NSW 2010
Freecall 1800 063 060
Fax (02) 9206 2053
Email halc@halc.org.au
10am to 6pm Mon to Fri

So,Can
You Cook?
No18
Sister Carmen Get It - OPI
[Peter Mc Callum]
1 5th April 1 959 - 5th May 2006
Shortly before midnight on Friday 5th May
2006, our beloved Sister Carmen Get It
passed away quietly in hi~ sleep.With him
at the time were Sister Salome of the Ninth
Mystic Rhinestone, Sister Cardio Pulmo
nary Resuscitation the Second.Keith Guy,
Mother . Premonstratensia and Michael
Primrose. Throughout the evening other
friends had called by and sat with him in
'his hospital room at St Vincent's Hospital.
His partner Steve Highett and long stand
ing friends, Bruce Strath, Paul Gasper,
Andrew Clarke and Stuart Fraser came to
see him and to be with him. Earlier in the
week Sister Carmen had been in intensive
care and then had returned to his room
after deciding that he would allow no fur
ther medical intervention other than pain
relief and oxygen.
Without doubt, Sister Carmen Get It
was in every sense a luminary. Multital
ented, he had a gift for languages, and
was a fount of knowledge about liturgy,
ritual, biblical exegesis and Christian doc
trine. Carmen was blessed with a facility
in musical performance, and was a mas
ter of the recorder, the baroque violin
and a very competent keyboardist, hav
ing trained in Melbourne with some of
the finest of Australia's musicians, many
of. whom remained his friends, as well as
having been his mentors. His competence
in other areas was no less profound. Car
men was a more than capable cook, a lov
ing and attentive friend, a great wit and
raconteur, and always a delightful and
thoughtful companion.

Together with Sisters Salome and Sister
Mary Mother of Pearl, Sister Carmen was
one of the principals in maintaining the
Sydney House of the OPI through rough
times. Besides being present at the First
and Second International Conclaves of the
Order (in Paris and San Franscisco respec
tively) he was also the guiding light and •
organiser of the Third International Con
clave in Sydney in 2002. He was not one
to suffer fools lightly and was frequently
frustrated by those who thought that their
opinions should take precedence over the
consensus of the collective. Nevertheless
he remained considerate and gracious
even to those who told us that the Order
was "irrelevant" or who depreciated the
amount of behind the scenes work that he
had contributed to ensure that everything
ran smoothly and efficiently. Trained by
the Jesuits, Carmen daily used the Igna
tian Exercises for the examination of con
science, and was ever aware of the need to
give people, whom others would have dis
missed, the benefit of doubt.
"In the fullness of time", to use one of
his own favourite phrases, we will discover
how great a treasure we have all lost. A
true friend, a kind and generous mentor, a
wonderful example of what it truly means
to live up to the vows of Sisterhood and to
consistently humble oneself for the good
of the House and the Order in general.

Order of Perpetual Indulgence
Sydney House

I am a notoriously impatient
person. I have started a hun
dred projects over the years,
and rarely seen any of them
through to their completion. It
is in my nature to be this way,
to start something then get
distracted by something else
coming along.
It has, therefore, come as quite
a shock to me that I have had the
patience to wait three years for my
business to come to fruition, and
that I have designated a very long
timeline to get it functioning. -Must
be slowing down in my dotage.
"Alderman Providore" was con
ceived just over three years ag;:·and
had actually morphed out of mine
and my partner's original "Alder
man Catering" business. As much as
I love the catering side of food, I am
in my early 50s now and find cater
ing way too hard. It takes three days
to prepare for a function, which is
three days on your feet shopping,
doing mise en place, chopping,
cooking and organizing. It is three
days when you don't sleep much,
don't eat properly, and pretty well
run yourself into the ground. When
it is all over, you just want to spend a
couple of days sleeping. This is not
to say that the end result isn't worth
the work - it nearly always is, but
as you get older, it gets harder and
harder. So, "Alderman Providore"
grew as a natural progression from

The Advent of a Dream

this. It is probably only logical that
with almost 28 years of retail manage
ment experience, and a great knowl
edge of food that this sort of business
would evolve. However, it hasn't been
an easy road.
The original concept was for a retail
food Providore on the Far North Coast
of NSW, around the Bangalow area.
The business plan was 18 months in the
creation, and a great, ambitious plan
it was. This was not just to be a Provi
dore, but over time was to eventually
have a cafe attached, move into top-end
homewares and appliances, and a local
gallery showcasing homewares by local
artists. It was a dream - a very expen
sive dream. My partner and I estimated
that we would need a minimum of half
a million dollars just to establish the
base business, and that was not about
to happen - especially with one per
son on DSP. NEIS would not even have
made a crack in the amount we needed,
and we would have had to have moved
up the coast to live for me to be even
able to apply for it, at least to use in
that area.
So, Alderman Providore went into a
hiatus, the dream unapproachable, but
not forgotten. I started to conceive of
the idea as an Internet proposition, a
cyberspace storefront as distinct from a
physical storefront. The business plan
went into rewrite mode - a lot harder
to do than I realized, as it meant an
entirely new way of thinking, a real
'moving outside the square'. It is also a

work in progress at this time.
http://www.alderman-providore.com
was launched about 2 months ago, and
is most certainly a work in progress. I
took up an offer of a one month. free
trial with www.prostores.com , and
took up a: very risky - for someone on
a pension - offer of a $2000 limit rise
on my Mastercard, added on a $500
advance from Centrelink and ... hey
presto, the business was born. I had
already sourced catalogues and whole
sale pricelists from companies that we
wanted to deal with, and within two
weeks, our spare bedroom became a
stock room.
So, what do we do? We source Aus
tralian made gourmet food products
from right across the country. Australia
is now a treasure trove of high quality,
fantastically packaged gourmet foods
and you only have to visit my site to
get some idea of how vast the range
is. Okay, we know that a lot of it is
expensive, but we never intended it to
be otherwise. It might be expensive, but
the quality, diversity and imaginative
nature of the foods more than quali
fies it. I stock mean relishes from South
Australia, and Australian native food
products and dukkah and rubs from the
same state. From Coogee comes a cre
ative range of chutneys, jams, relishes
and mustards; luscious nutcakes and
biscuits from 120-year-old Benedictine
monastery ovens in Western Australia;
saffron from Tasmania; muesli and bis
cuits from Leura in NSW; chutneys and

Tim Alderman

fig products from Albury; dukkah from
Queensland; antipasta from Boort in
Victoria; wonderful sauces and dress
ings from Daylesford; the list goes on
and on. We have just been asked to
be the Sydney agents for a range of
"Australian Harvest" organic and bio
dynamic gourmet foods from the Yarra
Valley, which we are going to be pre
senting to the public through maga
zines, our sites newsletter, and gourmet
food parties. It is starting to get excit
ing. It is developing a life of its own,
and it's mine!
If you were to ask me if this is the
hard way to get into business, I'd have
to say ... yes. It has been a steep learning
curve. We currently use PayPal on the
site to process Electronic Funds Trans
fers and credit card transactions, and
though this is a secure, fast way for peo
ple to pass through the checkout, it has
proven to be expensive, so we are apply
ing for an EFTPOS machine through
the bank - something we intended to
do in the first place, and should have
followed through on. We don't accept
credit at all, though it is offered by just
about every company we deal with, or
will deal with. This is a good way to
get yourself into some serious trouble,
as the temptation to over-commit your
self to buying stock that you possibly
won't be able to afford is too great. If
we can't afford to pay for it, we don't
buy it. It doesn't mean I will never have
it, it just means I won't have it at this
time. I've encountered a few arseholes

along the way, people who either don't
know how to run their own businesses
- though they are all experts on yours or who think they are too good to have
their products on a fledgling site. There
is one very reputable gourmet food
retailer who has disillusioned me com
pletely. But, out of the 200-odd people I
have contacted over the last few months,
they represent only about 5 companies
whose products I will never deal in, and
I consider that a pretty good averages.
A lot of the people I have had dealings
with have started out this exact same
way, and are very supportive, and this
has been a very positive aspect.
Ask me in twelve months how I think
it is all geiag, I may have better idea
then. That is certainly the' tirneline it is
on to start going somewhere, and some
of the long-term projects of the busi
ness plan will be kicking- in around
then.
In the meantime, please visit us at
http://www.alderman-providore. corn
and· join oil! newsletter (I believe it
is very good, from feedback I get) or
email us any suggestions or thoughts
you mar have. H you are on a pension
and want to know all the ins and outs
of establishing an internet business,
please contact me at aldermanprovi
dore@aapt.net.au and I will more than
gladly give you any help I can. BGF are
running-workshops on getting yourself
back into education, or back into areas
of the workforce that you may not have
considered, and I can't recommend
them highly enough. Three years ago
when Marie Crosbie worked for BGF
in the back-to-work project they were
running at the time, her and I nutted out
the basic plans for Alderman Providore
face to face for three months. I think
she would be pleased to know that all
the time and effort has born fruit.
Now, just to keep this column on
track, and to continue this blatant pro
motion of my business I will offer you
some recipes that can be made using
products from the site (or substitute
similar).

a

AGLIOLIO
PASTA WITH
FRESH
TOMATO &
PARMESAN
with 'Valley Produce Company'
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Serves 2
VPC Extra Virgin Olive Oil
1 clove garlic, finely sliced
1 chili, finely sliced
1 roma tomato, diced
30g fresh peas
salt & pepper
1 tablespoon chopped basil
2 serves spaghetti pasta, cooked
fresh parmesan
This is the ultimate 5 minute pasta!!
In a hot pan, add some VPC Extra
Virgin Olive Oil and fry the garlic
and chill until golden brown. Add
the tomatoes, peas and salt & pep. per and cook for about one minute.
Add the pasta and basil and cook
the flavour into the pasta. Top with
freshly grated parmesan and serve
immediately.

FIVE
MUSHROOM
SPAGHETTI
with 'Valley Produce Company'
Lemon Infused Olive Oil

1 large field mushroom, cut into
quarters
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
fresh parmesan
Bring a pot of water to the boil and
add some salt and a little olive oil.
Start to cook your pasta. Place a fry
pan over the stove and bring it to a
high heat. Add 3 tablespoons of
VPC Lemon Infused Olive Oil and
fry the garlic until golden brown.
Add the mushrooms all at once,
season with salt & pepper and
saute. Drain the pasta and place
in a pan with the parsley. Toss the
pasta through the mushroom mix
and serve immediately with fresh
parmesan.

WILD ROCKET,
BLUE CHEESE
& PEAR SALADwith 'Valley Produce Company'
Amber Walnuts & Truffle Infused
Honey
Serves 2
250g wild rocket lettuce
1 pear, shaved with a vegetable
peeler
10 VPC Amber Walnuts
50g blue cheese, diced into small
pieces
1 teaspoon VPC Truffle Infused
Honey
1 teaspoon lemon juice
salt & pepper

Serves 2
spaghetti for two
3 tablespoons VPC Lemon Infused
Olive Oil
1 clove garlic, thinly sliced
5 shiitake mushrooms, sliced
5 button mushrooms, chopped
8 oyster mushrooms, cut into quarters

Mix all ingredients together and
season to taste.
Serving Suggestion: Serve immedi
ately with the Blue Cheese & VPC
Truffle Honey Scuffle (below). The
blue cheese & truffle honey can be
replaced with 50g fetta cheese (soft
& creamy).

---~."'
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TAMARIND
CHICKPEA &

HERB SALAD
With' Goan Cuisine' Tamarind Chut
ney
1 x can Chick Peas, cooked and
drained.
150g Tamarind chutney
250g potatoes, cooked & diced
½ cup coriander, roughly chopped
Medium red onion
¼ cup mint, julienne
40ml olive oil
Juice of lemon, to taste
Salt, to taste
Method
Combine ingredients and allow fla
vours .tR infuse for a couple of hours
before serving.
For a non-vegetarian application, add
shredded roasted chicken or large
fried prawns.
Makes 5 portions.

Heat butter and oil in a deep sauce
pan and cook onion until soft without
colouring.
Add rice and cook for a further
minute, stirring all the time to ensure
the rice is well coated with butter and
oil.
Stir in approx. 3/4 of a cup of stock
then add your saffron infusion, stir
and mix well.
Add the remainder of stock ensur
ing that all the saffron is rinsed out of
the cup.
Stir well, then cover tightly and
cook gently for 20 minutes. .
Remove lid and stand for a few min
utes to let steam escape.
Turn rice with a fork to fluff up and
serve.
Serves 4 to 6 people.

DUKKAH
ENCRUSTED
CHICKEN OR
FISH
With 'Thistle Be Good' Dukkah

SAFFRON RICE
Using 'Tas-Saff' Tasmanian Saffron
50 - 100mg Tas-Saff saffron
One and a half cups of Australian
long grain rice
20 grams butter
3 tbsp olive oil
1 small onion, finely chopped
3 cups boiling water using
1 chicken stock cube
Remove lid from Tas-Saff saffron vial
and fill with boiling water.
Leave to infuse for 24 hours.
Use a heavy saucepan with a tight fit
ting lid.
Prepare saffron as per instructions
below.

Take a chicken breast and cut into
strips 2 inches wide. Lightly spray
with olive oil. Take one tablespoon of
your favourite dukkah and mix with
two tablespoons of breadcrumbs in
a small freezer/plastic bag. Drop the
strips of chicken into the bag and give
the bag a good shake. Now remove
beautifully coated chicken, place
on a lightly greased baking tray and
cook for 12 minutes either side at 180
degrees or 'altematively cook on the
hotplate of the barbie.

'SIMPLE'
SQUASHED
POTATOES
with 'Simply Tomatoes' Green Toma
toes with Garlic & Oregano in Olive
Oil
6 Medium Potatoes
1 Tablespoon Simply Green Toma
toes
Method:
Wash unpeeled potatoes and cook
until soft. (Either boil in water or
cook in the microwave).
When soft put potatoes between
paper toweling and squash to flatten
the potatoes slightly.
Place the potatoes on an oven tray"
and cover the potatoes with the
Simply Green Tomatoes and oil.,
Bake in a moderate oven until nicely
browned.
·
(Optional - add a little rock 'salt, or
flavoured salt before cooking). · · ·. :, ·
"Browns; quickly in an electric grill
with a lid, approximately 5-10 min
utes.
A very quick, easy and.delicious way
to serve potatoes.
Something
tiifferc
-..
..
ent!
-

AUTHORS NOTE: I do a very simi
lar dish to this, though it is called 'Car
Crash Potatoes' and is absolutely fab
ulous.

New exercises
to add to your workouts at home
Ingrid Cullen

By now you should be ready to add some
different exercises to your workouts at
home. Here are five new ones that cover
upper and lower body, and are easy or
hard depending on how you do them.

Exercise 1 Dead bugs
This is f~r }o~r abdominals and is a core stabilizer,
as it works on the deep muscles of the spine and
stomach. These are the muscles which act like a
corset and pull every thing in. Lie on the floor with
your hand under your burn and slowly push your
legs forward and back alternating them left right,
left right, _like marching in the air. You should feel
the. abdominals working quite hard to keep your
lower back on the floor. It is important to really
work at keeping your back firmly on the floor, so
you give the.stomach muscles a good workout. The
lower you take the legs, the harder it becomes. If
you find that you need a harder workout, try doing
the exercise with both legs together, pushing them
forward and back as you lower and raise them.

Exercise 2 Bridge
Again, this one is for the abs and lower back. The
floor version is easier than doing it on the ball.
Start by doing it from the knees, then progress to
the feet. Go through the same progression on the
ball. Finally, for a challenge, try doing it on the
ball, with one foot off the ground. It is important
to keep the butt tight and the abdominals con
tracted, so your back stays flat. Your butt should
be slightly up to prevent your body from sagging.

Exercise 3 Side leg raise
This targets the thighs and butt. Start by trying
it on the floor, move on to doing it with an ankle
weight, or a bag, or even sugar on your ankle, then
try it on the ball for a real challenge. Keep your
body in a nice straight line (hard for some of you
I know), with the top hip slightly forward and the
toe of the top leg pointing down a little.

Ask Ingrid
How do I make my workouts
harder if I can't find anything at
home to make what I'm lifting
heavier?

Exercise 4 Leg lift
This one targets the bum and hamstrings. Again, the floor version is easi
est. Then add an ankle weigh. The ball version is harder still, and both legs
together on the ball is even harder. Keep your stomach muscles tight, and
your bum higher than your shoulders, to avoid arching you back. Your leg
should be stiff and the toes pointing straight down at the floor, Think of
lifting from your bum and keep the hips still.

Exercise 5 Upright row
This exercise is for the upper back and shoulders. Stand up straight, stick
your chest out and push your shoulders back and down. Raise one elbow,
or both together, until your hands reach the top of your chest, then lower
them. Keep your wrists tight and in line with your forearms. Use an exercise
band, bottles full of water, shopping bags with 1-3 kgs in each bag, weight
plates or dumbbells to provide the right resistance for your fitness level. The
heavier the weight, or the slower you go, the harder it is.
Photos: Lance Feeney

The best way to make an exercise harder
is to do a harder version of the exercise.
In most cases I give easy, medium and
hard options. So try the hard option,
and then finish off with the easy or
medium version. (See back issues of

Talk.about)
Otherwise try doing three or four
exercises for the same part of the body
together as a circuit, with no rest in
between them. Another overload tech
nique is to go very slowly. For example,
count to six as you lift your leg, and
four as you lower it.
You can squeeze or contract the work
ing muscle each rep or hold for a c ount
of 1-20 seconds. With a crunch from the
floor, you would lift your body up as
high as you can. Count to five, and then
lower it. You will find it only takes half
as many reps before you feel.the muscles
start to get tired.
You can also start doing partialreps.
For example, if you are doing lunges
onto a step, do seven reps. Then leave
your foot on the step, and lunge all the
way down, but only half way up, for
seven reps. Then, from half way up,
straighten all the way up for seven more
reps. Then do seven full reps again.
Go back over some of the previous
Talhabout articles, and combine th
exercises in different ways to feel your
muscles have to work harder or differ
ently. Better still write or email me and
I will answer your question in the next
issue.
Send your exercise and fitness
questions to Ingrid.
Email: editor@plwha.org.au

■
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Is he thinking
what I'm thinking?
HIV transmissions arc happening because gay men are making different assumptions about each other.
Assumptions about whether he is positive or negative. Assumptions about whether he'd tell if he was positive.
This campaign is not about what should or shouldn't happen. It is askinq you to think about what is actually happening
- because when it comes to HIV, it is often the case that he is not thinking what you are thinking.

For more information read the "Is he thinking what I'm thinking" brochure,
go to www.thinkagain.com.au or call your local AIDS Council.
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Olga's personals
en Seeking Men
HN+ 44 year young, creative, considerate, passionate, tactile, mus

cular, fit, 5 ft 9, 80 kg, striving to be aware and explore life's [oumey
Xot into drugs 2 yrs poz. A Leo/Rae seeking Gemini, Libra, Sagitta
rius, Capricorn/Ox, Dragon, Monkey for a date. Reply: 210605
Muscular, fie, good looking straight acting GAM 40 yrs 174 kg

HIV+ for 14 yrs. Healthy, still no medication, lots of hobbies, likes
ro work out, looking for new friends and conversation, must have a
good personality Reply: 070605
45 yo South Coast male 18 yrs +ve, 6 ft 2, passive, WLTM guys to
i for friend/relationship without the use of drugs. Tired of being
single, willing to travel within reason. GSOH, DTE, caring and affec
tionate - that's me. Reply: 170605
Rlverlna, 37 yo, HIV+ slim, slightly hairy WLTM other 'locals' for
iricndship, perhaps LTR. Into AFL, camping, beach, kissing, cuddling
and of course the obvious. Can accommodate for country weekends
~ Prefer mature, but not set in stone. Reply: 030808
Kensington area, GWM WLTM Similar Masculine Aussie 45 -55,

also into Willingness, Sai Baba, Spirituality, Conversations, Pracci
alicy, Spontaneity, Complementary Therapies, Quantum Healing/
Physics, Cooking, Completed UPW, Old Movies, Markets, Shopping,
Country Outings, Liberal Contributor, Enigmatic Lover, Slim Trim
Healthy, ALA Reply: 260905
37 yo HIV+ 6 ft 3, 85 kg, grey eyes, brown hair, gym fit, hand

some masculine hairy chest active NS affectionate intelligent WLTM
HIV+ fie masculine affectionate passive guy 30 -50 for LTR. I want to
settle down with you, get 2 dogs, a cat, travel, live life to the fullest. I
live in the inner =t for now ALA Reply: 0e1 OOS
40 yn old, good looking and in good health. GSOH. Curiou.s,

rude but likes a bit of fun. Secure & career minded. Any nationality.
Reply: 101208
45 yo pos 3 yrs, good looks, gym fit, healthy, defined shape, good

dresser, NS, non scene, 5 ft 8, 70kg, honest, loyal, monogamous,
good values, GSOH, looking for similar attributes in 30+ guy for
LTR, good job, likes homelife, dinners, movies, travel, photography,
reading Reply: 0901 oe
Great catch Asian guy, 31, gym fit, genuine, DTE, caring and
affectionate professional WLTM GWM who are tall, fit, sincere,
affectionate for dinners, movies, travel, gym 21 to 40 years old. Am
good looking and like to take care of someone! Reply: 100106

Alone! Why) I'd call myself 'a modern guy' exciting, spunky, attrac
tive, City/country located. Seeks fun friends, virile, active guys, 30
something up co 42 years, health, well-being interests. Reply:
230206
Inner City Caucasian 40s, average good looks, average build,
180cm, 85kg, blue eyes, smooth, cut, versatile, rarts, NS. Into most
things in/out of bed. Seeking younger, tall, slim, uncut, playmate to
hang out. with, LTR, must like dog, GAM also welcome. Reply:
170408
41 y/o poz guy, fie, attraccive 5ft 10, 70kg in souchwest Sydney
WLTM a similarly sincere top guy for friendship, intimacy with a
view to a LTR. I am DTE, supportive and enjoy sharing life in all its
colours with someone special. Let's meet. Reply: 180406
Bondi: 36 yo 6 ft tall, dark haired, fit, 85kg, attractive, handsome,
masc, ambitious, spiritually aware, genuine, loving, versatile, HIV+
for 5 years, easygoing and passionate guy seeking friendship or more
with a compatible guy. Reply: 310506

reserved, active. I would like to mete a genuine friend, LTR, TIC
_.\LA, I'm passionate and friendly. Age/nationality open. I can travel
anywhere in Australia. Reply: 141005

Not bad looking 42 yo gay guy, + four years. Looking for fun/
friendship and some good times. Age open, hope to hear from you
soon, ALA with photo. Reply 010606

Mid north coat 34 yo poz GWM 5ft 5, slim, passive/versatile,
healthy and very laid back. Imo nature, reading, nudity and arc.
Looking for friends and lovers with similar interests or not! ALA
Reply: 27100S

Northern Rivers/Tweed, handsome, hung, healthy HIV+, 50,
5'10" 70 kg. Athletic, articulate, non scene, excellent humour, many
and varied interests. Sexually adventurous/versatile (magic mouth
and hands). Exceptional times assured if chemistry clicks! Seeking
communicative, honest, independent fun loving guy to similar age for
casual hoe times and/or whatever. Reply 070606

40yo Hot Latino-Italian man straight accing, versatile, hard work
ing, honest and nice body, and in good health. No drugs. ALA LTR
nc The guy who comes into my life will have my full sex, love, care,
istance, share bills and more. Open to all nationalities. I don't
have a specific 'type' or age Reply: 140905

Sydney, healthy HIV+ middle aged man, relatively attractive with
active mind and body, interesting life, honest, sentimental, maybe
funny, WLTM other human for exchange of kisses, hugs and idea
not sex yet. Age, race, colour irrelevant, heart essential. ALA Reply:
08110!1
3Syo 5ft 8, 65kg HIV+ GSOH Fit easy going, nice looking. Enjoy
beach, gym, swimming, outdoors and indoors (curling up), and odd
night out. Looking for relaxed fit guy with GSOH 28 - 45. Reply:
251105
Blue eyed brown hair 40 years old GWM In gaol until March 06
ISO guy up to 30 for friendship possible LTR. GSOH passionate,
loling, intelligent, successful, non scene ALA pen friends wanted.
Reply: 2811 0tl

Men Seeking Women
37yo, HIV+ Bisexual male, 5 ft Sin 70 kg, blue eyes, brown hair, OK
looks and good physique. Looking to start a new life with a woman
25-45. I'm very straight acting, full of love, and want co spend the rest
of my life with a nice woman. PS. Come and still my hearr! Reply:
150705
HIV+ Woman wanted. Age, looks and nationality open. I'm 39
(20 years positive), DTE, GSOH, lives Central Tablelands, animal
lover, loves bush life. Main hobby looking for gold. Reply: 07005
HIV+ male 31 yrs old tall medium build seeking+ female 24
- 32 for serious LTR. Love dining out in fine dining atmosphere,
GSOH bundles of laughs. European background genuine responses
only, and ladies won't be disappointed. Melbourne region. Reply:
11100tl
29yo HIV+ male medium build 175cm tall hazel eyes brown hair

In gaol- poor sick queer, threatened with a lash, 18 years HIV poz,
5m time in prison, in single cell, bored, lonely, isolated, seeking pen
:ncnd. No S&:M types please.~- Reply: 301105

looking for female with GSOH and interested in music, movies, long
walks and loves talking about anything. Also looking for friendship
or possibly mote AI.A Reply: 281005

Young 38 year old GWM HIV+ in gr8 shape, handsome gr8 per
somlicy. 5 ft 7 & 65 kilos, brown hair, green eyes. Exercises regu-

IW+ Male 43 Adelaide - I'm sometimes shy, like all kinds of
mu.sic. I like going camping, fishing, T shirt and jeans kind of guy, 5
ft 9 with blond hair. I'm a caring person with lots to offer the right
person, so girls drop me a line. Reply: aoo50e

1:uJi: Adventurous&: versatile WLTM pleasant looking DTE guy 25
- ~5 gr8 personality & smile, enjoys sport &: exercise. Mature atti-

ALA

All Leners Answered

LTR

Long Term Relationship

GSOH

Good Sense of Humour

NS

Non Smoker

ISO

Looking For

DTE

Down To Earth

WLTM

Would Like To Meet

GAM

Gay Asian Male

GWM

Gay White Male

nc

Tender Loving Care

When placing and
answering personals
Be clear about who you are and what you ate
looking for. Too much detail can be boring, and
too little may be too vague. Be honest to avoid dis
appointment for you and your correspondent.
Do not give out your work or home address,
telephone number or email address until you
think you can trust the person. Use a Hotmail
or Yahoo address.
Like you, other people may be anonymous. You
can't always believe everything you are cold.

When meeting,. some.ohe:
Have reasonable expectations. Don't let your
fantasies run away with you - how somebody
seems might not be who they arc face-to-face.
Meet for the first time in a busy public place,
like a bar or club, or with friends. You can go
to a private place after you have met the per
son and think you can trust them. Don't rely
on the other person for transport.
Let someone know who you are meeting and
where. You can leave a note, keep a diary, email
a friend, or ask someone to phone you on your
mobile to make sureyou are alright.
Apply c~~rtion~nse and the. basic. rules of
personal safety. Maintain a healthy degree of
suspicion: if anything seems odd, be careful.

How to respond to a
personal
Write your response letter and seal it in an enve
lope with a 50c stamp on it - Write the reply
number in pencil on the outside- Place this enve
lope in a separate envelope and send it to Olga's
Personals, PO Box 831, Darlinghursc 1300.

How to place a personal
Write an ad of up to 40 words - Claims that
you are hiv negative or claims about blood
test results cannot be made. However, claims
that you arc hiv positive arc welcome and
encouraged - Any personal that refers to
illegal activity or is racist or sexist will not
be published - Send the personal to Olga,
including your name and address for replies.
Personal details strictly confidential.

You can use this form to apply for membership and/or subscribe to Talkabout.

Please remember to sign the form. A statement about our privacy policy is below.
Please read it. Our contact details are below.

Membership costs nothing!
Yes, I want to be a member of
People Living with HrY/AJDS (NSW) Inc

How to contact
People Living with HIV/AIDS (NSW) Inc

Please tick
0 Full member O am a NSW resideflt with hrv/aids)
0 Associate member D am a NSW resident)

Office:

Surte 5. Level 1.94 Oxford Street. Dar1inghurst

Mailing address: PLWH/A (NSVv). Reply Paid 831. Dar1inghurst
NSW 1300

Disclosure of positive hiv status entitles you to full membership of
PLWH/A (NSVv) with voting rights. Members' details are confidential.

You do not need to put a stamp on the envelope.

Membership entitles you to Contacts, the Annual Report
and a biannual newsletter.
~ you want to receive Ta/kabqut, you need to fill out the subscription section
of this foml'(below),_.::. ~ :·,;
I
Sign below •

Phone:

02 9361 6011

Freecall:

1800 245 677

Fax:

02 9360 3504

A membership fonn is available online at www.plwha.org.au

Subscriptions

Yes I want to subscribe.to Talkabout (annu.al subscription
July 1 to June 30). Please select (tick_ the circle) the
rate that applies to you or your organisation.

.

Subscriptions only
- q, I am a"r·.Jew South Wales resident receMng benefits - $5
(Please endcse a copy of your current health care card)
0 I am a New South Walesresident IMng with hiv/aids who does not
rece1ve benefits - $20
0- I.am~ inaividual and live in Australia- $.33
O I am an indMdual and live overseas - $77
Organisations:
0 Full $88 0ncludes all business. government. university, hospital.
a.rid schools ehber for-profit or governrnent-funded)
0 Concession $44 0ncludes plwha groups and se~-funded
community owned organisations)
Q Overseas $132
Moooos at PLWI-VA (NSVvj Inc who want to SlDSClibe to Takabout but aa expocia1cing
~ are Lrg6d to cootact PLWI-VA (NSW) Inc to dlscuss their crcurnst ~. •

Personal & Health lnfonnation Statement
We collect this information to add you to ou.catabase and to notify
you of information and events relating to PLWH/A (nsw) Inc. We store
this information either in hardcopy or electronically or both. Access to
your information is strictly limrted to staff members. Your information
will not be passed on to any other organisation or indMdual. You can
access and correct your f:)efSO!lal & health information by contacting
our Manager. phone 02 9361 6011 or freecall 1800 245 677, email
jodiel@plwha.org.au

□

I acknowledge the Personal/
Health Information Statement and
consent to rny information oong
collected and stored

Name
Address

Phone
Email
I would like to make a donation of $
If you are paying the concesslon rate for Ta/kB.bout subscriptions,
please enclose a copy of your Health Care Card.
You can pay by cheque/money order/credit card,
There is a $10 minimum for credit card payments.
Please enclose your cheque or money order or give us your credit card details.
Please charge my O VISA O Mast erCard

□□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□
Expiry Date

_

Signature

Name on card
Cash payments can be made at our office.
Total payment$

Signature

_

to stop the spread of OODW
are being trialled in Sydney.

How·ever, it will be · ·
many years before .
an effective vaccine
is available!
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Condoms and lube are still

the best way to prevent HIV transmission.

(j·,acon

community, health and action

Condoms are the
most effective
way of preventing
STls but they are
only part of the
picture •
If you are
sexually active
it is a good idea
to get regular
tests for sns.
Every three to
six months is a
guideline.

. ',It... "
""

For more
information on
STls, testing and
treatment go
to your general
practitioner or .
local sexual
health clinic.

I,·~•
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STls are at epidemic level among gay men and
positive gay men in particular.
Iii"-, .. ,

...

~JI sympto~s are not c1!wiiys· obvious and frequently
t.h~r~,.. ~.re4i.~ti.~e~l>IEt;;mptoms.
:,.::!STls·•increase th"Eh'. isk of passing on HIV.

0
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For the sexual
health clinic
closest to
you call
1800 451 624
(anonymous
freecall)
Gay Men's
Health Line
1800 009 448

.,

STlsic"an!be·'more serious for people with HIV.
·:·,·

.~·
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Having lots of sex partners means the risk of getting
an STI is even higher.

Visit
www .whytest.org

Any sexually active man can get an STI.
The type of sex you 'are having can increase risk
(e.g. fucking without a condom).
Positive men who bareback with casual positive
partners may be at a higher risk of getting an STI.
You may have experienced unusual discharges,
rashes, itching and pain during sex or when pissing.
It is important to look after yourself and your
partner's health.

www.plwha.org.au

